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OUR MISSION
Next Generation School has a lifelong commitment 
to foster the knowledge, life skills, Islamic and 
cultural identity, and values of our students through 
critical engagement with the best of US education 
coupled with the knowledge of Islamic and local 
traditions, and the incorporation of a life skills 
program in the context of the contemporary world.

The school embodies academic, Islamic, social, and 
moral principles in order to develop an atmosphere 
which promotes intellectual, civic, and creative 
capacities within its students to their full potential. 
The objective is the cultivation of the highest level 
of human talent where reflection on one’s identity 
and realization of the needs and challenges of a 
rapidly changing world are materialized. 

Next Generation School aims to be a leader in 
providing academic, Islamic, and Arabic curricula; 
and to maintain outstanding accreditation status 
from regional and international accreditation 
bodies through a continuous self-evaluation and 
improvement process.



Our vision is to provide a comprehensive 
educational experience that cultivates, nurtures, 
and combines academic excellence with Islamic 
values, delivers an outstanding Arabic program, and 
fosters civic responsibility to develop successful and 
contributing members of a global society.

OUR VISION



WELCOME TO NEXT GENERATION SCHOOL
Welcome to Next Generation School and congratulations on finding what I feel is one 
of the finest American Islamic Schools in the country.
 
I have no doubt that you will be impressed with the unique educational opportunities 
that Next Generation School offers. The content of this introductory folder only hint at 
the complete NGS experience. The fantastic atmosphere and warm welcome can only 
really be experienced in person by visiting the school. 

At NGS, we genuinely believe that every child has the potential to succeed, and 
that our encouraging, balanced and caring approach can realize this. Our one of a 
kind school, with exceptional staff and superb facilities provides the foundation for 
outstanding achievement. Every student is valued as an individual and our ‘holistic 
approach’ provides multiple opportunities where our students can learn, have fun, 
and flourish. 

We are committed to enriching an educational atmosphere that cultivates, nurtures, 
and combines academic excellence with Islamic values, delivers an outstanding 
Arabic language program, and fosters civic responsibility to develop successful and 
contributing members of a global society.   

Excellence in academics, excellence in character, and excellence in faith. 
 
One of the best parts of my role is showing off our school, and I would be delighted to 
give you a personal tour. On behalf of the Next Generation School community, kindly 
accept this as an invitation to come and visit us – I am sure we will not fail to impress 
you. We also encourage you to visit our website, Facebook page, and to follow us on 
Twitter for updates on various activities and programs at NGS.

Dr. Sheryl Steinberg Abukar,
Former Principal



Joining us from his current role in the Toronto District School Board, 
Jeewan brings a wealth of experience that spans over 20 years as a 
Superintendent, Principal, Curriculum Developer, and Educator. As a 
Superintendent, he successfully Supervised 13 school leaders directly 
and supported over 4,000 students in the city of Toronto. Jeewan’s 
career also includes- work at the Ministry of Education in Ontario in the 
Inclusive Education Branch. Prior to that, he was a Principal, instructional 
leader and teacher in the York Region District School Board. He also 
worked in Abu Dhabi to establish Raha International School both as an 
IB curriculum developer and educator. Additionally, Jeewan has been 
an international speaker, coach andmentor on Instruction, Assessment, 
Curriculum Improvement, System Leadership and Transformation.

He has a BA in Education from the University of Toronto and a 
Masters in Education from York University. He has consulted with the 
United Nations University of Peace as part of a team to develop a 
curriculum framework on Peace Education in the Islamic context that 
is implemented in various parts of the world. Jeewan is the recipient of 
the Queen Elizabeth Diamond Jubilee award for his work in Education 
and Community Service, and a recipient of the Promising Practices 
award from the Character Education Partnership based in Washington 
DC, for the Helping Hands initiative.

He received the Mary Samuels Educational Leadership Award in 
2017 and in 2019, Jeewan was recognized as one of fourteen TED Ed 
Innovative Educators from around the world and he recently recorded 
his talk for TED Ed in Edinburgh, Scotland this past summer.

Jeewan is a father of two boys and one girl. In his spare time, you can 
find him in his garden. He also enjoys cooking, art, photography and 
travelling that has produced adventures and amazing stories from 
those travels around the world. We ask Allah the Most Merciful to grant 
him success.
Jeewan Chanicka

JEEWAN CHANICKA - SUPERINTENDENT

 l am excited to join the 
NGS family. I believe that 

there is great potential here 
to transform old paradigms 

of education and become 
global leaders in the type 

of education that will lead 
us to finding solutions 
of some of the biggest 
challenges the world is 
facing. I  look forward 

toworking together with 
the students, families and 
staff to create and mould 
dynamic, compassionate, 

global citizens who will 
go on to make positive 
differences in the world



David brings a wealth of experience in teaching and learning, school 
operations, curriculum and strategic school leadership. David has 
spent the last four years at GEMS World Academy, one of the leading IB 
schools in Dubai. He has been an integral part of the Senior Leadership 
Team who have moved the school to the cusp of an Outstanding 
rating with KHDA. Prior to this role, David has served as both a Head 
of Senior S21chool and as Head of English Faculty. Prior to moving into 
an administrational role, he served as an English, History and Theory of 
Knowledge teacher. For the past 15 years, David has been based in the 
Middle East, first in Saudi Arabia and then in Dubai.

Alhamdulillah, David›s background and experience demonstrate that 
he embodies NGS›s mission and values. The NGS Governing Board 
and learning community are confident David will continue to work 
on the implementation and further development of NGS›s Strategic 
Plan, which will consolidate the school›s promise to meld 21st Century 
learning with Islamic values.

David currently resides in Dubai with his wife Rania, who is also an 
educator and Head of Senior School at a leading IB school, and their 
daughter Sara.
David Kinkead

DAVID KINKEAD - DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT

I have been impressed by 
NGS›s strong core values, 
innovative learning and 
overall community spirit. 

Professionally and as a 
Muslim, I am excited to 

be joining NGS, a school 
that resonates so closely 

with my own personal 
beliefs and educational 

philosophy. I am very 
excited for the further 

implementation of the 
strategic plan and its 

transformational effect on 
student teaming



Next Generation School is committed to offering students an opportunity to develop 
through an engaging, integrated, and challenging curriculum. With the support of the NGS 
community, our students are given ownership of the learning process and are encouraged 
to actively participate in their own educational experience by setting personal goals and 
practicing on-going self-assessment. 

Our research based programs and activities encourage students to discover their interests 
and strengths. All of this is done in a safe, caring and supportive school environment that 
fosters positive attitudes and allows students to challenge themselves and be risk-takers, 
without the fear of being judged.

SCHOOL CULTURE



Values should be more than inspiring or beautiful 
words. Our values are a behavioral blueprint that 
shape who we are as a school community and 
who we are as individuals. In all that we do, we ask 
ourselves – does this promote what we value most?

Built upon the Six Principles of Success, they are the 
educational framework, founding principles, and 
the core of Next Generation School’s values.

CORE VALUES



Next Generation School’s educational model is built upon the six Cs 
of success. Creativity, Connecting Minds, Community, Collaboration, 
Critical Thinking, and Communication. They are the founding 
principles that pave the path and provide inspiration in our journey 
to cultivate the finest human talent. The six Cs are the heart of Next 
Generation School’s educational framework that brings together 
dynamic leadership, a compelling curriculum, engaging instruction, 
continuous improvement, and a positive school culture.

Welcome to Next Generation School, a comprehensive educational experience that 
cultivates, nurtures, and combines academic excellence with Islamic values, provides a 
comprehensive Arabic language program, and fosters civic responsibility to develop 
successful and contributing members of a global society.

Next Generation School’s educational program is inspired by acclaimed teaching 
methodologies to provide a truly global educational experience. At NGS, we provide a 
cutting edge curriculum that draws from the best practices around the world to instill a 
love for learning and a passion to become life long learners. 

our six principles of success

american islamic school



CREATIVITY
Creativity is the process of having original ideas that have value. Since this is the essence 
of learning, the creativity and originality of our students is constantly encouraged through 
our individualized approach to student expression, our building design, and the multiple 
resources that students at NGS use to produce evidence of learning.  

creativity connecting minds community collaboration critical thinking communication



Connecting minds
The open collaboration and communication at Next Generation School will create an 
educational  atmosphere that serves to connect the hearts, minds, and ideas for our students 
to thrive in Dubai’s multicultural environment. 

creativity connecting minds community collaboration critical thinking communication



Community
Building an inclusive community that shares a common vision is at the heart of providing an educational experience to 
our students that extends far beyond the boundaries of the school. Community building in and outside of the school 
through friendly competitions, educational events, and involving parents in understanding learning and curriculum 
objectives is a corner-stone of Next Generation School.

creativity connecting minds community collaboration critical thinking communication



Collaboration
At Next Generation School, collaboration is the building block of our educational ecosystem where diversity of human 
intellect is celebrated, uniqueness of special needs children is appreciated, and the talent of gifted students is valued 
through collaborative academic projects, team work, and sharing responsibility to achieve a common goal.

creativity connecting minds community collaboration critical thinking communication



Critical Thinking
The ability to think critically is one of the most important life skills that children learn at Next Generation School. 
Through the promotion of independent thinking, personal autonomy, problem solving, and reasoning, students learn 
critical thinking skills that allow them to analyze facts and opinions, infer cause and effect relationships, and draw value 
judgments.  

creativity connecting minds community collaboration critical thinking communication



Communication
The open communication at Next Generation School is an integral component of our school’s success. We believe that 
open channels of communication between students, teachers, and parents are absolutely essential, and we support 
them through instructional practices, school-wide policies, and state of the art technology.

creativity connecting minds community collaboration critical thinking communication



Next Generation School (NGS) provides the ultimate 21st century educational 
experience - one that is innovative, creative and bold. Students are inspired to 
achieve excellence as they engage in exciting academic, sporting, and fine arts 
programs that are rigorous but never rigid. Exceptional educators live and breathe 
the NGS philosophy and motivate students to excel as they develop confidence, 
independence, curiosity, respect and a genuine concern for others, high expectations, 
and a sense of compassion. 

Challenging thematic projects and real life experiences empower students to expand 
their understanding of the world around them and to cultivate leadership skills. As 
global citizens, our community celebrates their shared humanity, and empathy is an 
integral component of the NGS educational experience. We place a strong emphasis 
on the use of the latest educational technology to support teaching, learning, student 
output, and communications. Students in the 21st century are native digital citizens 
that move seamlessly from one digital platform to another. The NGS curriculum aims 
to integrate technology to optimize and enhance student-learning experiences and 
deliver lessons in an engaging, inquisitive, hands-on manner.

THE NGS EXPERIENCE



21st Century Skills
Students are prepared for a future filed with unknowns. Digital 
citizenship and communication, creativity and analytical 
thinking, and the ability to thrive in a constantly changing 
world will be essential for future success.

Faith Based School
Memorization and comprehension of the Holy Qur’an – Quality 
Islamic Studies curriculum – Comprehensive Arabic program 
based on the UAE Arabic and Islamic Studies curriculum.

Inclusive Culture
Enriched experiences, viewpoints and talents engage our 
school community. Inclusion is about action, not just words 
– students feel a sense of belonging, feel they can realize their 
potential, and contribute to school life in a meaningful way.

Academic Excellence
Students are empowered to do their best in whatever they 
do, to reach for the highest level of individual achievement, 
and to cultivate a personal sense of responsibility as their skills 
and talents develop. Intrinsic value is instilled in the students 
as they discover the delight in acquiring knowledge through 
innovative learning opportunities as they become confident 
that goals and dreams are achievable.

THE NGS ADVANTAGE enriching lives



Teachers are NGS’s lifeblood. Equipped with a depth of knowledge in their respective fields, our teachers approach each 
day with a passion for their craft and for each of our students. They create an environment where individuals can flourish 
– challenging and encouraging young learners to stretch their limits. By developing confidence and motivation, they 
enable their students to meet rigorous academic standards.

Lessons are designed not only to convey knowledge buy also to elevate creativity, collaboration, engagement, and 
cognitive functioning. Next Generation School’s demanding and rewarding curriculum promotes life skills and lifelong 
learning. At NGS, students are trained to continually strive to better themselves and contribute to their community, as 
they learn the importance of academic excellence along the way. 

Unlike most schools, NGS does not expect our diverse learners to adjust to the curriculum; rather Next Generation School’s 
educational framework will adjust the curriculum to the needs of our students. That means giving our students multiple 
ways of learning what they need to learn and multiple ways of showing what they’ve learned through hands-on activities.

Based on the best educational practices from around the world and inspired by the most innovative and internationally 
acclaimed teaching techniques, Next Generation School engages it’s students through three instructional methods:

The Breakthrough System 
The Universal Design of Learning
Differentiated Instruction

INSPIRED TEACHING. MOTIVATED LEARNING



Next Generation School’s teaching and learning strategy is based on the educational research of the Breakthrough System 
(designed by renowned educationalists Michael Fullan & Carmel Crevola). The inclusive and highly successful system is 
used by NGS to cater to the various learning styles and needs of students. 

At NGS, the instruction, resources, and learning environment will be structured towards the particular strengths, interests, 
needs, and level of readiness of each student. The three elements of the Breakthrough System that are essential parts of 
NGS process are personalization, precision, and professional learning.

Personalization – Education that puts the learner at the center, providing assessment and instruction that are tailored to
students’ particular learning and motivational needs.

Precision – A system that links “assessment for learning” to evidence-informed instruction on a daily basis, in the service
of classroom instruction that is precise and connected to the level of readiness and the learning needs of each student.

Professional Learning – Focused, ongoing professional development for every teacher to link new concepts and 
research of instructional practice with assessment of student learning.
 
These three components are used as a general framework to guide the teaching and learning strategy of Next Generation 
School in order to attain academic excellence and tap into the potential of our students.

Reaching All Students: The Breakthrough System



Children learn in different ways. Some learners are visual, others learn through touch, some prefer to listen in order to learn 
and understand effectively. Next Generation School’s curriculum design implements the Universal Design of Learning to 
give all children the opportunity to learn in their own unique ways. Next Generation School focuses on the design of flexible 
curricula by developing… goals… methods… materials… and assessments… that work for all students through:

• Representation: showing information in multiple ways.

• Action and expression: allowing students to approach learning tasks and demonstrate their work in different ways.

• Engagement: what fires up one student doesn’t fire up another. Through Engagement, Next Generation School 
makes learning meaningful; provides a sense of purpose; stimulates interest; and motivates students to learn.

REACHING ALL STUDENTS: UNIVERSAL DESIGN OF LEARNING



Through brain research in recent years, three broad related concepts have established the vital 
need for a differentiated approach to teaching. The application of this research is at the core of Next 
Generation School’s teaching strategy:

1. The NGS learning environment is safe and non-threatening in order to encourage learning. 
Students who experience rejection, failure, pressure, or intimidation may not feel safe in the 
learning context.

2. Learners at NGS must be challenged appropriately. The content that students learn will not be 
too difficult nor too easy. Rather the content will be comfortable enough so that students can 
accept new challenges in their learning experience.

3. Learners at NGS will have the ability to develop meaning of new skills and ideas by connecting 
them to prior knowledge and experience.

Differentiated instruction will be an essential component of our curriculum. Through strategic 
assessment, thoughtful planning, and targeted, flexible instruction, our teachers will ensure that 
every student at Next Generation School is benefiting. 

Reaching All Students: Differentiated Instruction



Through its innovative Learning Corridor System, 
Next Generation School will take the idea of hands-
on learning to a whole new level by using its 
corridors as an extended learning space beyond the 
classroom that facilitates creativity, critical thinking, 
communication, collaboration, and the connecting 
of minds.

LEARNING CORRIDORS - MAKING LEARNING FUN

Filled with the latest technologies and various types of materials and educational tools 
in learning stations where children have the opportunity to work in small groups or 
individually, the Learning Corridor will give children the freedom to choose the materials 
they like to show what they have learned in the classroom. 

Whether they’re learning about the life cycle of a plant or animal habitats, students are 
able to show their understanding of the lesson in many different ways, all based on their 
interests, learning styles, and preferences. 

Some students choose to write a paper; others may give oral presentations; some make a 
video; some create a short drama; and some even draw a comic strip. Others may want to 
paint, use play-doh, or Lego to show what they have learned. In every case students find 
ways to engage with the material, to process, master the content, and have fun in the NGS 
Learning Corridors.

Next Generation School’s learning corridors will empower teachers and students to 
implement the Universal Design for Learning, the Breakthrough System, and Differentiated 
Instruction by creating an environment that respects and accommodates all learning styles, 
makes learning fun, and enriches the learning experience of every student.



Our unique curriculum draws on best practices from around the world and is inspired by the most 
innovative and internationally acclaimed teaching pedagogies from countries such as Canada, the 
United States, and Finland to provide our students with an exceptional educational experience. 
Innovative teaching strategies and core beliefs about how students learn best ensure that every 
student receives an excellent academic foundation and is challenged to reach their full potential.

As a 21st century dynamic school, inquiry is at the heart of the NGS curriculum.  Meaningful learning 
experiences are connected to the real world, in a way that students find engaging. Gone are the 
days of learning by memorization – today’s students think critically, ask questions, conduct in-depth 
research to problem solve, and develop life skills, analytical thinking and presentation skills. Next 
Generation School provides a caring and nurturing environment where students can develop the 
skills they need to succeed in a global society. 

To provide support for the challenging academic program, enriched offerings in Quran, robotics, 
performing arts, sports, social/personal/physical education, language studies, and community 
service ensure the development of a well-rounded student. 

WORLD CLASS EDUCATION



Due to their tremendous benefit in developing moral character, civic duty, 
responsibility, and culture identity, Arabic and Islamic studies are two of the most 
important subjects taught at Next Generation School. Under the guidance of the 
Ministry of Education, our Arabic curriculum focuses on developing the four key 
language areas of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Rather than focus on rote 
learning, our students are engaged through various strategies such as developing 
higher order thinking skills, role playing, group work, and independent study projects 
in order to apply what they have learned to real life experiences. 

Based on the guidance of the Ministry of Education, our Islamic Studies curriculum 
also benefits our Muslim student population by teaching the Holy Quran with a 
strong emphasis placed on understanding and proper recitation with tajweed, the 
biography of the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), principles of faith, rulings 
related to worship, and manners. 

The primary objective and benefit of the Islamic Studies curriculum at Next Generation 
School is to create an atmosphere which nurtures students and responsible citizens 
that take Islam and the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) as a guide for 
improving their moral character and lives.

EXCEPTIONAL ARABIC & ISLAMIC STUDIES PROGRAM



A critical component of the NGS curriculum is the Life Skills Program that is integrated with into the 
curriculum to ensure healthy social, cognitive, and emotional development of our students from a 
young age. 

At Next Generation School, we take great pride in nurturing a generation of responsible citizens 
and lifelong learners who will benefit their country with their knowledge. Whether it’s English, 
mathematics, social studies or science, our teaching staff is trained to extend learning beyond the 
text book into real life experiences by incorporating life skills into the curricula. 

Through learning life skills such as critical thinking, reasoning, problem solving, conflict resolution, 
decision making, negotiation, honesty, integrity, self-discipline, time-management, interpersonal 
skills, and communication, students will obtain a sense of responsibility that extends beyond the 
classroom, and we hope they will become positive role-models in Dubai’s multi-cultural society.

QUALITY LIFE SKILLS PROGRAM



Next Generation School offers a dynamic physical education program that helps 
students form healthy habits that last a lifetime. The physical, cognitive, intellectual, 
emotional, and social benefits of an active lifestyle are an integral part of the NGS 
curriculum.

The Physical Education (PE) program at NGS uses a wide range of activities; athletics, 
self-defence, games, gymnastics, swimming, outdoor sports and team sports, to 
help students develop their motor skills and spatial awareness. Taught by qualified 
teachers in indoor facilities, covered volleyball/basketball courts, tennis courts, a 25 
meter swimming pool and a soccer field, students are encouraged to achieve physical 
competence and develop a sense of fair play.
PE classes also offer opportunities for exposure to new sports. Students can train and 
build skills in the sport in which they have the most interest through the after school 
and sports coaching clubs at NGS.

Through sports activities, NGS students can enhance and develop their individual 
athletic skills and talents, learn the importance of teamwork and the value of fair play, 
and cultivate and refine their communication and leadership skills.

SPORTS FOR ALL SORTS



Is your child prepared to try something new or 
develop a new skill set?

Extra-curricular Activities at Next Generation School 
create an opportunity for students to pursue their 
passions, or develop new ones, through after school 
programs. There are a multitude of activities to 
choose from.

At NGS, tremendous focus is placed on the 
contribution of extra-curricular activities to the 
academic, personal, and social development of 
all students. The extra-curricular provision at NGS 
is offered to achieve a wider set of educational 
objectives related to developing life skills, enrichment 
learning, fostering relationships, teamwork, 
generosity, and civic responsibility that encourage 
a culture of upright character and citizenship in 
Dubai’s multi-cultural society.
The Benefits

EXTRA CURRICULAR PROGRAM

The extra-curricular programs at Next Generation School extend learning beyond the 
classroom.

They give students many avenues to explore, practice, develop, and demonstrate new 
attitudes and life skills.

They also give students the opportunity to become independent as well as interdependent 
in a variety of contexts. 

Moreover, students will be able to develop their particular interests, talents, and abilities.

Building an inclusive community that shares a common vision is at the heart of providing an 
educational experience to our students, that extends far beyond the boundaries of the school. 
Our extra-curricular activities give our students, staff, parents, and the larger community 
opportunities to model traits of character and citizenship as part of the NGS family. 



Next Generation School’s curriculum includes quality extra-curricular activities that address the broad 
spectrum of student interests, at no or minimal additional cost to students. The program is divided into 
two areas:

Curriculum Enrichment 

NGS’s Curriculum Enrichment program includes activities such as sports, special interest clubs, and 
community based associations. 

Students at NGS are encouraged to join at least one extra-curricular program per semester. These 
curriculum enrichment activities will take place throughout the school year at varying intervals.

Curriculum Enhancement 

Our Curriculum Enhancement Program focuses on academic programs that extend beyond the 
classroom to provide academic support. 

Study opportunities are available to students before and after school, and during breaks in the school 
day. The activities are homework clubs, study clubs, extra revision classes, and extra after-school tuition. 
Activities are also subject specific (i.e. Math homework clubs) and non-specific (i.e. to help develop 
organizational skills, study skills, coursework, and revision for exams).

ENRICHMENT & ENHANCEMENT



TECHNOLOGY AND A 21ST CENTURY EDUCATION

Digital literacy is an essential component of student learning in the 21st century. 
Moreover, teaching students how to ethically and positively use informational 
technology is just as important in this day and age. At NGS, one of the key objectives 
is to teach children the importance of responsible digital citizenship in a globalized 
world. Students develop learning skills that enable them to think critically, analyze 
and organize information, investigate, communicate, collaborate, problem solve, and 
utilize technology in effective ways in today’s knowledge based society.

Informational technology and the use of tech platforms are integrated into the NGS 
curriculum to provide opportunities for students to engage with technology in a 
meaningful and exciting manner. Whether it’s through the use of touch screen floors, 
learning corridors, 3D displays, augmented reality, or tablets, the objective is to present 
multiple avenues of application and expression that enrich the learning experiences 
of our students. 

At Next Generation School, our teachers understand that technology must be 
interactive and relevant for it to be meaningful to today’s young digital citizens; 
however, they also realize that the use of technology without a purpose is meaningless. 
Students need a practical use for technology and an understanding of how to use it 
responsibly as they explore and improve the world around them.



Set on a 30,000 sq. m. parcel of land, Next Generation School’s 
campus provides students with facilities that include state-of-the 
-art classrooms, academic facilities, prayer halls, libraries, a botanical 
garden, labs, spacious indoor and outdoor sporting facilities, and 
playgrounds.

Having an opportunity to build a new campus allowed us to design 
an educational facility that is perfectly suited to facilitate and 
complement our unique, innovative and progressive educational 
programs, and resulted in a school that is at the forefront of 
educational design. Every aspect of the Next Generation School has 
been designed to reflect the best practices and latest research in 
functionality and school design.

NGS: A WORLD CLASS FACILITY



A crucial feature of the overall design of the NGS campus is our Schools-within-a-School 
concept.  NGS’s Schools-within-a-School concept ensures that the school retains a 
strong sense of community that NGS is known for, while providing all the benefits of 
a large, fully equipped state-of-the-art campus. The NGS campus is overseen by our 
Principal, with each school division overseen by the relevant administrative team.

Classrooms in each school section are arranged by grade level and in learning corridors 
that serve as an extended learning environment in which students can produce 
evidence of learning in multiple creative ways. The entire building is developed as a 
living classroom designed for flexibility to accommodate multiple learning purposes, 
collaboration, and student expression. The corridors in each school and grade level 
section showcase learning in a variety of different formats and support our fundamental 
belief that student learning opportunities need to be recognized and celebrated on a 
regular basis.

Digital and educational technologies are an integral feature of our learning environment. 
The very latest technology is integrated to assist students, and the building is fully 
equipped with state of the art IT systems including virtual and augmented reality 
systems, RFID student attendance, Access Control, Wi-Fi, CCTV, Public Address System, 
laser projectors, and interactive smart boards for learning. 

SCHOOLS-WITHIN-A-SCHOOL



A Place of Exploration, Independence and Challenge

In the elementary section at Next Generation School, every child will embark on an educational adventure 
as they discover the world around them. Their inquiry and exploration will take place in a caring and 
supportive environment, optimal for learning, self-discovery, and awareness. At NGS, Parents will be an 
important part of these early years, and will be encouraged to take an active role in their child’s education.

Young children learn best through inquiry and student-centered learning, and we understand that these 
early years are crucial to a child’s future educational success. Children ask questions as they inquire and 
explore the world around them. They learn through play and discover new ways to express their learning 
creatively, with confidence and self-assurance.
 
Every day at NGS will be filled with opportunities for children to further develop their talents in life skills, art, 
drama, and public speaking in various settings, methods, and school events.

Their minds will be challenged as they deeply examine subject matter and are challenged to think critically 
and produce original ideas that have value as they experiment with manipulatives, learn about different 
methods of producing evidence of learning, engage in literary pursuits, and more. Athletic, fine and gross 
motor skills will be developed as students participate in the PE program and extra-curricular activities. At 
every grade level, every child will find the opportunity to develop leadership, presentation, analytical and 
communication skills – all skills essential to future success.

Academic Progress and Measures of Success

At NGS, we value each child as an individual and realize that they bring with them their own strengths, 
identity, potential, talents and gifts. We also understand that students will be at different levels on the 
academic learning continuum. Innovative teaching strategies at NGS will ensure that all children are 
challenged appropriately as they progress along their individual learning continuum and attain the required 
academic benchmarks across the grade levels.

*Subject to KHDA approval

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: KG1 TO GRADE 5



A Time for Expanding Horizons

The middle school years, Grades 6 to 8 at NGS will provide an exciting transition 
from elementary school. In middle school, students will enjoy a warm, nurturing and 
supportive environment where they are encouraged to take guided and increased 
responsibility for their learning, while they embark on a new journey of self-exploration. 

Inquiry will still be the cornerstone of learning in middle school and students will 
continue to investigate and learn about their world, but at a more complex level. As 
students engage in real life experiences and engaging subject matter, learning will still 
be student-centered.

These explorations may, for example, see students investigating space and the lives 
of astronauts, building space structures and learning about matter and gravity, or 
researching and developing solutions for water conservation in the Middle East.

Our qualified middle school teachers will encourage students to be guides in their 
own learning as they discover and develop interests and raise questions essential for 
academic success. Learning will be enriched and will take place through theme based 
units, field trips, excursions, extra-curricular, and other organized school activities. 
 
Real life experiences and engaging topics, will bring learning to life as students 
participate in  carefully planned activities that encourage powerful project based, 
hands-on learning.

*Subject to KHDA approval

Middle School: Grade 6 to Grade 8



Defining Goals and Charting a Course

High school is a place where students have the opportunity to define new goals, and a place where they can 
pursue their talents and passions as they prepare for graduation. 
 
At Next Generation School we believe in creating a challenging, engaging learning environment that promotes 
intellectual, civic, and creative capacities within our high school students to reach their full potential. As students 
approach graduation, the objective is the cultivation of the highest level of human talent where reflection on 
one’s identity and realization of the needs and challenges of a rapidly changing world are materialized.

The core principles that are clearly understood and shared by every member of the NGS high school 
community are the Six Principles of Success – community, collaboration, connecting minds, communication, 
critical thinking, and creativity for academic and life achievement. An academic career built on these principles 
will enrich our high school students with the mental toolkit to excel in their future endeavors beyond Next 
Generation School.

Career Guidance

In order to succeed in their academic, social, and career endeavors in the 21st century, NGS high school students 
will have to attain an effective work ethic, the ability to make good decisions, problem solve, plan , work 
independently, possess strong communication skills, and explore new educational and career opportunities. 

The NGS high school guidance counselling department and the guidance and career education program will 
serve as a crucial support system in developing the learning profile and life skills of our high school students 
and facilitating a smooth transition after graduation. 

As students approach graduation, teachers and guidance counsellors at NGS will use the learning profile to 
ensure that students understand the concepts related to lifelong learning, interpersonal relationships, and 
career planning to become successful role models and productive members of society. 

*Subject to KHDA approval

HIGH SCHOOL: GRADE 9 TO GRADE 12



Parents can look forward to becoming part of a caring, supportive, 
and inclusive school community when their child joins NGS. Our 
parents are highly valued members of our community, and partner 
with us in the education of their children.

At NGS we firmly believe that parents play a vital role in the education 
of their children and the school encourages a healthy cooperative 
parent-school relationship. We are supported by a parent community 
that is active in school life including extra-curricular activities, 
classroom support, field trips, community service and community 
building. At NGS we are a community with family at the core.

The NGS Parents Association (NGSPA), a non-profit voluntary 
organization, is just one avenue for parents to help bring the NGS 
community together and enhance student success.  The NGSPA 
will be designed for parents, to create new opportunities to interact 
and get involved with the policies, philosophy and programs at the 
school. Parents are invited to take part in many school discussions 
and decisions, thus instilling and engaging in the ‘engagement’ 
ethos that makes NGS so unique.

Parents are as much a part of the learning experience at NGS as are 
the students, teachers and staff.

PARENTS – AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT



TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

OUR CAMPUS

CONNECT WITH US

Book an Appointment
We encourage you to book an appointment today to �nd out how you 
and your child can be part of the Next Generation School experience.

Visit our Website
Learn more at www.nextgenerationschool.ae

04 385 3335


